Classical formalism for synchrotron radiation interference between short sources is applied to analytical formulation of wiggler radiation in the low frequency domain.
INTRODUCTION
Considering the lasting interest in synchrotron radiation (SR) for beam diagnostics [I] , due also to raising specific demand such as infrared SR [2], a detailed insight in the interference phenomenon between separate radiating sources and its understanding remains of concern. The case of wiggler SR has already been addressed in terms of interference [3] and more recently implications of the low frequency hypothesis have heen discussed [4] . We re-visit the subject with recently developed material [5] and derive by this means a detailed analytical formulation of wiggler SR in the low frequency domain.
ANALYTICAL MATERIAL

Low frequency model
In regular conditions of SR production the spectral angular energy density observed at large distance T (assumed constant) is given by & = 2eoc 1 '$4,$,w)I2 (the r-independent quantity = T , ?? is introduced for simplicity) where ,?? (4, $, w ) is the Fourier transform of the radiated electric field I?($, $, t ) (see Fig. 1 ) and w is the observed frequency. In the low frequency domain one has where indices U and T designate polarisation cornpone$ respectively parallel to the bend plane and normal to E, ; angles 4 in the bend plane and $ normal to it define the observation direction. Eqs. 1 holds over a few rms aperture (with 74m3 = 7$ms = d l + K')) and up to a fraction of wlirnrt as defined by (2) in which wc = 3y3c/2p is the critical frequency of the standard formalism, y is the Lorentz relativistic factor, p i s the curvature radius, a is the particle total deviation, L = p a is the trajectory length in the magnetic field, and K = a7/2 is the deflection parameter.
Inte$erence
As one knows the underlying physics in SR interference is in time coherence resulting from the geometrical arrangement of sources, which entails space and frequency modulation of the radiated signal. A series of N sources radiate electric field of the form where Ei,, (4, $, t ) 
SR FROM A 3-DIPOLE WIGGLER
For simplicity a single-bump wiggler based on (l/7)-and (2/y)-deviation magnets' is considered (Fig. 1) . However what follows can be extended to arbitrary N, and as well to low frequency undulator radiation (N large and K < 1).
The low frequency limit simplifies into wtzm,t % w,/6 = yZc/ 2 L (Eq. 2 with K = 1) leading for instance to validity range w < 4 1016 rads (A > 40 lO-'m) for a 2.5 GeV electron traversing a, e.g., 670 kG, L = 5 lO-'rn long dipole. Fig. 1 shows the typical shape of electric field impulse series so generated (Eq. 3 with N = 3), the total 'Thelatter has the merit of producing highest brightness low frequency SR. Fig. 2 shows the resulting interferencial patterns which express as where ( S T ) designates the complementary sin term. Fig. 3 compares the radiation spectrum from the wiggler to that of a single K = 1 dipole and to classical body SR from a K B 1 dipole.
